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Welcome

John Reynolds, OBE
Chief Executive Officer



Today’s Target
• PR19 will bring in a series of changes in prices from April 2020, and set prices for a 

5 year period

• The 2019 Customer Conference provides an opportunity to understand the pricing 
and broader implications of PR19, including Thames Water’s investment plans

• Ofwat is making a series of less well publicised but important changes in addition 
to PR19, and these will also be explained

• REC
• CPCoP
• Market Codes

We have brought together experts with different perspectives on the implications of 
the review, to inform your planning and budgeting decisions, as early as possible.



Agenda

 Welcome
 Thames Water Investment Plan 2020-25 Steve Robertson, Thames Water
 PR19 - Rob Francis, Frontier Economics
 PR19 – A City Perspective Verity Mitchell, HSBC
 Thames and SW Water Tariffs 2019-20 Richard Moore, Castle Water
 New and Emerging Technology Fiona Griffith, Isle Group
 Closing Remarks and Update on the Market

 Drinks reception – helpdesk available for advice and assistance
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What the NHH Market Delivers

 Single bills across whole of England – greater benefit for multi-site customers
 Increasing focus on consistency between Wholesalers 
 Transfer process straightforward (although key data needs to be correct first)
 Consistent Trade Effluent charging
 Experience and comparison across multiple retailers
 Choice of Retailer, contractual terms and online platform – a number of large 

customers now looking for a “panel” approach
 Significant recent improvement in meter reading performance – recent OPS changes 

will move this further forward
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Where the market is flawed

 Coordination of separate water and waste billing, especially Trade Effluent
 Deduction and sub-meters, private meter networks
 Uncertainty over pricing for 18 months+
 Inter-relation of CMOS charging to retail charging is disconnected in real-time
 Change is difficult – the MOSL Panel is ineffective at promoting required changes
 ADR process doesn’t allow for resolution of Wholesale issues where not part of the 

Retailers responsibility – e.g. flooding caused by external work
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CMOS Data

 The process for correcting data is frustrating and expensive for customers, retailers 
and wholesalers

 Data errors can currently be corrected by:

 A Wholesaler is required where aware of an error to correct it

 A Retailer, either through its own analysis or by being informed by a customer, can request 
the wholesaler to update information or correct an error – the Wholesaler will then carry out 
is own investigation
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CMOS Data

 Castle Water advocates data being accessible to retailers, who should be enabled 
correct errors, with a notification to all parties so that changes are properly notified, 
and can be challenged if incorrect

 This would significantly reduce the time required to update charging data. Controls can 
be put in place to prevent incorrect changes, both through notification and through 
change-limits
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PR19 

 PR19 is one of a series of separate reviews
 How much does geography determine the outcome?

 3 companies with rejected business plans are all in South East England
 3 fast-tracked companies are all on the west coast

 So far, average tariff move is 0% increase in real terms (CPIH indexed)
 Fundamental move with capex less obviously following requirements of EU directives 

which has dominated previous programmes
 Final outcomes due 11 December
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REC Review 

 Retail charges are not covered by PR19, but included in a separate review of the Retail Exit 
Code 

 Changes are also being made to the Customer Protection Code of Practice (CPCoP)
 These contain statutory protections for customers in addition to contractual protection:

 The REC covers customers  who have never signed other terms
 The REC is also the regulatory mechanism to provide protection to customers on default prices
 The CPCoP covers all customers 

REC Review
 Separates charging into 3 bands
 Increases allowed margins, reflecting move of responsibility from Wholesaler to Retailer (this 

should be offset by reductions in Wholesale charges)
 Applies to all Retailers who have “exited”, which includes Associated Retailers (vertically integrated 

groups)
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REC Changes 

 Separates charging of the Retail margin into 3 bands 
 Up to 500m3 – Retailer margin increases 1% above PR16 levels
 500m3 to 50MI – Retail margin 8% for water; 10% for waste 
 50MI+ - No regulatory price controls

 For customers up to 500m3, there are minor but complex variations in allowed Retail costs and 
net margins – these are carried over from PR16 and appear unnecessarily complex.

 Increases allowed margins, reflecting move of responsibility from Wholesaler to Retailer (this 
should be offset by reductions in Wholesale charges)

 Introduces a concept of “No Worse Off” – however, it is unclear how this applies if the 
Wholesaler or Retailer does not agree with the Customer’s view of charges “immediately” before 
1 April 2017. Significant broadening of protections, from previous requirement to bill by the same 
method and for payment by the same method.

 Applies to Retailers, but does not apply (directly) to Wholesalers
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CPCoP Changes

 Limit of 6 weeks to produce a final invoice for all customers
 Define customer groups by volume usage, and reduce separate protections for micro-

businesses
 Removes separate definitions of exit area customer and transferred customer
 Mandates refunds to customers if Wholesale charges are reduced as a result of a 

Dispute, and customers have paid at the higher level
 Not directly a part of the Deemed Contract, applies to all Retailers as a Licence

condition
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Interaction of REC with Contracts

 Ofwat is bringing more concepts from statutory provisions into the licence obligations of 
licencees

 Ofwat is not giving guidance as to how these interrelate, for example:
 how does “no worse off” apply where a charity –e.g. a scout group – was not previously 

invoiced?
 no clear process to reconcile changes to Wholesale charges with requirements of the Code 

of Practice

 The application of the REC is changing – previously it applied to customers who had not signed 
other terms, but it will also limit Retail charges for all customers

 Ofwat’s REC revisions present a dilemma –If you haven’t moved off a Deemed Contract, you 
will have significantly increased regulatory protections, but lose these if you accept any discount

Increased range of protections for customers, but complex to follow, and inaccessible to many 
customers
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Thames Water Investment 
Plan 2020-25

Steve Robertson
CEO
Thames Water
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Overview of PR19
Castle Water Customer Conference 2019
Rob Francis, Head of Water Practice
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Tackling challenges for clients 
ranging from blue chip 
multinationals to non-profit 
organisations and governments

Economists working in 
multiple sectors: 
Climate Change
Communications
Energy
Financial Services
Health and social care
Post
Retail and Consumer
Technology
Transport
Water

Deep expertise across a 
range of disciplines:
Behavioural Economics
Competition
Dispute Support
Finance
International Trade
Public Policy
Regulation
Strategy

years ago
20
Founded

Employee owned
100%

Consulting staff
200

67
Countries we’ve 
worked in

Different languages 
spoken

36
Offices in Europe
7

About Frontier Economics
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PR19 is the regulatory review of wholesale costs and 
charges for the next five years

PR19 is Ofwat’s 2019 price review covering the water sector in E&W

PR19 sets the revenue, service and incentive packages for the monopoly businesses 
(wholesale water, wholesale wastewater and residential retail) for the period 2020 to 2025

It is the key determinant of the wholesale price that is paid by retailers and therefore by 
business customers
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How does Ofwat set price controls?

Water resources

Total revenue control

Water network

Total revenue control

Wastewater network

Total revenue control

Bioresources

Average revenue 
control

Four separate wholesale price controls.  Three are based on total revenue –changes in volumes feed 
into prices.
Revenues are determined in real terms and prices will be indexed by CPIH (previously RPI).
Water companies translate these revenue allowances into prices based on Ofwat’s charging rules –
i.e. non-discriminatory and cost-reflective.
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How is the revenue allowance determined?

Components of revenue

Ofwat focuses on total expenditure (Totex) 
rather than opex and capex separately.
A proportion of Totex is recovered in prices 
on a pay-as-you-go basis.
The rest is added to the asset base (RCV) 
and then recovered through depreciation 
and profit.
The remainder of revenue is tax and other 
elements such as incentive payments.

Totex (PAYG) 
46%

Depreciation of 
RCV 27%

Allowed profit 
23%

Tax 1% Other 3%

Split of wholesale revenue (PR14)
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PR19 timetable

2019
Jul             Oct

2019
Jan           Apr

2018
Jul            Oct

3 Sept 
Companies 
submitted 
business plans

31 Jan
Ofwat published 
Initial Assessment 
of Plans

1 April 
Companies 
resubmission

30 August 
Companies 
respond to Draft 
determination

18 July
Ofwat publish 
Draft 
Determinations

11 December
Ofwat publish 
Final 
Determinations
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Wholesale charges to 2025 are generally flat or falling
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24/25 in real terms

Average 4% reduction, driven by lower financing costs partly 
offset by expenditure plans to improve services

Average household 
bill
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Wholesale charges to 2025 are generally flat or falling
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Average 3% reduction for the water only companies –
significant variation in average bills remains
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Targets for improved wholesale services

PR19 is targeting a sharp cut in time 
lost to supply interruptions of more 
than 3 hours.

Failure to meet these targets (e.g. 
due to a repeat of the ‘beast from the 
east’ last year) will result in significant 
financial penalties in the form of 
lower bills for customers. 

Other service improvement targets include reductions in leakage of between 15% and 25%, reductions in 
sewer flooding and pollution incidents, and more steps to protect low income and vulnerable customers.

0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25

Interruptions to supply
(minutes per property, interruptions >3 hours)

Actual Target
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Ofwat has published its initial assessment of business plans

Business plan 
totex (£m)

Ofwat view 
(£m)

BP v Ofwat
(% increase)

Current bill 
change by 

2024/25

Approx bill 
change under 

Ofwat view
Company
Anglian Water  6,345 5,091 -20% 1% -8%
Northumbrian Water 2,968 2,572 -13% -17% -23%
United Utilities 5,491 5,286 -4% -10% -12%
Southern Water 3,933 3,166 -19% -4% -12%
Severn Trent / Hafren Dyfrdwy 6,277 6,051 -4% -3% -5%
South West Water 1,889 1,842 -3% -8% -9%
Thames Water 10,836 8,732 -19% 1% -11%
Dŵr Cymru 3,221 2,662 -17% -5% -13%
Wessex Water 2,244 1,976 -12% -4% -10%
Yorkshire Water 4,995 4,096 -18% 4% -6%
Affinity Water 1,439 1,294 -10% 4% -3%
South East Water 1,005 819 -18% 4% -6%
Industry total 52,189 44,936 -14% -4% -10%

The initial assessment has challenged companies in a range of areas, including a 14% cut to costs.  That would reduce 
bills by another c.6% by 2025, though companies have the chance to provide more evidence to support their plans.

Still material variation 
across companies in bill 
reductions
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Promoting competition in wholesale services

Competition for new developments

New wholesalers can compete to supply new 
developments (or take over existing sites).
This is known as the NAV market.
Ofwat market review last year resulted in new 
rules for incumbents for charging and processes 
for NAV entrants.
Aim to promote more activity in this market.

Water resource entry

Under Ofwat plans business retailers will be able 
to contract directly with independent water 
resource providers.
They would pay access prices to incumbent 
wholesalers for use of treatment works and the 
network.
If new water resource is cheaper than incumbent’s 
cost of new water then this will create extra 
margin to stimulate competition in business retail.

These models will push wholesalers to refine their charges to satisfy competition requirements.  This 
may change pricing structures with impacts on bills for individual business retail customers.



Frontier Economics Ltd is a member of the Frontier Economics network, which consists of two separate companies based in Europe (Frontier Economics Ltd) and Australia
(Frontier Economics Pty Ltd). Both companies are independently owned, and legal commitments entered into by one company do not impose any obligations on the other
company in the network. All views expressed in this document are the views of Frontier Economics Ltd.



Thames & SE Water Tariffs 
2019 - 2020
Richard Moore
Director of Corporate Affairs



Nature of default tariffs

 Default tariffs are subject to regulation by OFWAT, currently under PR14 and PR16

 Under the regulatory structure tariffs comprise:
 Charges for wholesale services
 An allowance for business retail costs (billing, meter reading etc…)
 An allowed net margin

 PR16 includes additional gross margin caps for customers consuming >5ML

 Overall, price control fixes the components of gross margin for each tariff band. Companies 
have the flexibility to set tariffs for individual customers so long the overarching requirements of 
the price control are met 
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OFWAT representation of default tariffs

3/27/2019 Source: Business retail price review 2016: final determinations30



Default tariff bands

 Under PR16 there are 31 default tariff bands for Thames and 7 active for SE Water
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Thames Water Regulatory Tariff Bands
Tariff Band 1 [0 - 500]  [0 - 500m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 2 [500 - 1,000]  [500 - 1,000m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 3 [1,000 - 5,000]  [1,000 - 5,000m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 4 [5,000 - 20,000]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 5 [20,000 - 50,000]  [20,000 - 50,000m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 6 [50,000 - 250,000]  [50,000 - 250,000m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 7 [250,000 +]  [250,000 +m3] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 8 [0 - 500]  [0 - 500m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 9 [500 - 1,000]  [500 - 1,000m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 10 [1,000 - 5,000]  [1,000 - 5,000m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 11 [5,000 - 20,000]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 12 [20,000 - 50,000]  [20,000 - 50,000m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 13 [50,000 - 250,000]  [50,000 - 250,000m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 14 [250,000 +]  [250,000 +m3] [sewerage] [metered]
Tariff Band 15 [0 - 500]  [0 - 500m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 16 [500 - 1,000]  [500 - 1,000m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 17 [1,000 - 5,000]  [1,000 - 5,000m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 18 [5,000 - 20,000]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 19 [20,000 - 50,000]  [20,000 - 50,000m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 20 [50,000 - 250,000]  [50,000 - 250,000m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 21 [250,000 +]  [250,000 +m3] [trade effluent] [metered]
Tariff Band 22 [0 - 500 Business Assessed]  [0 - 500m3] [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 23 [500 - 1,000 Business Assessed]  [500 - 1,000m3] [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 24 [1,000 - 5,000 Business Assessed]  [1,000 - 5,000m3] [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 25 [5,000 - 20,000 Business Assessed]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 26 [0 - 500 Business Assessed]  [0 - 500m3] [sewerage] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 27 [500 - 1,000 Business Assessed]  [500 - 1,000m3] [sewerage] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 28 [1,000 - 5,000 Business Assessed]  [1,000 - 5,000m3] [sewerage] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 29 [5,000 - 20,000 Business Assessed]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [sewerage] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 30 [Unmeasured RV + Fixed]  [N/A] [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 31 [Unmeasured RV + Fixed]  [N/A] [sewerage] [unmetered]

SE Water Regulatory Tariff Bands
Tariff Band 1 [over 250Mla] [water] [metered/unmetered]
Tariff Band 2 [50-250Mla [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 3 [10-50Mla] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 4 [5-10Mla] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 5 [0-5Mla] [water] [metered]
Tariff Band 6 [water] [unmetered]
Tariff Band 7 Potable Water - Unmetered
Tariff Band 8 Potable Water - Metered 0-2.5 Ml/a
Tariff Band 9 Potable Water - Metered 2.5-5 Ml/a
Tariff Band 10 Potable Water - Metered 5-10 Ml/a
Tariff Band 11 Potable Water - Metered 10-50 Ml/a
Tariff Band 12 Potable Water - 50-250 Ml/a
Tariff Band 13 Potable Water - Metered 250+ Ml/a



Tariff movements 2018/18 to 2019/20
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Build up of Tariff Changes 2018/19 to 2019/20

Thames Average Tariff Increase in Increase in Average Tariff
Revenue per Customer Wholesale Retail Revenue per Customer

2018/19 Component Component 2019/20

Tariff Band 1 [0 - 500]  [0 - 500m3] [water] [metered] 100.00 2.94 0.04 102.98
Tariff Band 4 [5,000 - 20,000]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [water] [metered] 100.00 2.79 0.03 102.82
Tariff Band 9 [500 - 1,000]  [500 - 1,000m3] [sewerage] [metered] 100.00 4.26 0.18 104.44
Tariff Band 11 [5,000 - 20,000]  [5,000 - 20,000m3] [sewerage] [metered] 100.00 4.66 0.36 105.02
Tariff Band 23 [500 - 1,000 Business Assessed]  [500 - 1,000m3] [water] [unmetered] 100.00 2.91 -0.25 102.65
Tariff Band 30 [Unmeasured RV + Fixed]  [N/A] [water] [unmetered] 100.00 2.83 -0.10 102.73

SE Water Average Tariff Increase in Increase in Average Tariff
Revenue per Customer Wholesale Retail Revenue per Customer

2018/19 Component Component 2019/20

Tariff Band 7 Potable Water - Unmetered 100.00 4.58 0.04 104.62
Tariff Band 10 Potable Water - Metered 5-10 Ml/a 100.00 4.70 0.05 104.76
Tariff Band 11 Potable Water - Metered 10-50 Ml/a 100.00 4.81 0.06 104.87



Thames statement of assurance

4. The wholesale charges covered in this statement have been set at a lower level than that allowed 
under the PR14 price control limits established in our Final Determination.

5. The charges have been set at a lower level as a consequence of two amendments:
 We have applied a rebate for our leakage performance to our water service charges, as agreed 

with Ofwat as part of our overall leakage agreement; and
 We have deferred £16m of allowed wholesale water and wastewater revenue to AMP7 in order 

to address issues of bill instability and to ensure tariffs do not increase above the 5% threshold, 
as highlighted in our October 2018 publication of indicative wholesale tariffs.

6. The result of the amendments is that bill increases for all our customers will remain below 5% 
when compared with 2018-19 (see Appendix 1).
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Challenges in detail

 Complex process to convert regulatory allowances into detailed tariffs

 Thames’ wholesale charges change between indicative and final proposals
Changes since publication of indicative wholesale charges

21. Since our indicative wholesale charges were published in October 2018, further reviews 
of our chargeable customer base for 2019-20 have been undertaken. This resulted in an increase 

to our wholesale water charges as our forecast chargeable customer base reduced in size.

22. The main drivers for the change to our chargeable customer base relate to a reduction in our 
growth assumptions for household properties and a reduction in forecast metered volumes due to a 
further review of the impact of de-registrations from the non-household retail market. 

 Such changes can be material:
 Supplementary large user charges for water increased by 1.6-1.7%
 Unmetered charges for water increased by 0.4%
 Business Assessed volumetric water charges increased by 1.6%
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Tariff Drivers

 Key element is movement in wholesale charges

 Retail element effectively pre-determined as a result of PR16

 Actual wholesale component varies from PR14/PR16 projections:
 Wholesaler regulatory over/under recovery position
 Wholesaler discretion – Thames set wholesale wastewater charges lower than allowed
 Wholesaler rebate – Thames applied 3% reduction to wholesale water charges
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Tariff Outlook

 Determined by PR19 and REC

 Average tariff moves currently around 0%, but:
 Actual Thames wholesale charges below regulatory entitlement
 Assumption of net neutral “transfer” between retail and wholesale elements
 Reduction in number of retail tariff bands will have complex impact at band boundaries

 Baseline wholesale charges going into next regulatory period are likely to be higher, by around 
2%, than current year’s headline numbers
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Concluding Remarks 
20 March 2019

The UK’s leading independent water supplier



Castle Water –Good, Bad, or Different?

 Stand up for customers Prepared to stand up for customers, and to push down bills –
 More disputes raised through MOSL than all other retailers combined, even though we actually make 

more money by invoicing more
 We aim to charge the correct price, and to challenge Wholesalers to ensure prices are fair
 We believe that it is right to test the basis of charging in the new market – customers can only benefit 

from this

 Combine scale and independence We have the scale to provide services to major national 
groups, but genuine independence from any Wholesaler – 10% of energy suppliers have failed, 
utility customers need to be confident in the financial strength of their suppliers

 Savings We have saved customers £20 million, and unlike some Retailers we don’t keep a 
percentage of savings
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Castle Water –Good, Bad, or Different?

 CSR Together with our customers, Castle Water has raised over £120,000 for the Save the 
Children Disasters Emergency Fund

 Innovation Innovative offers and systems 
 Customer referral payments 
 PAYG tariff enabling customers to choose billing period band generate bills with their own meter 

reading
 Free AMR for farms
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2017 – Market Opening Challenges

 Castle Water and our customers had to deal with
 Charging data in CMOS inconsistent with historic charging data – eg abatements not replicated
 Delays by some Wholesalers in populating historic meter data
 We had planned for data errors on one third of accounts – the materiality of corrections required went 

significantly beyond any of our assumptions

 This resulted in overloaded customer services in Q3 2017-18
 Incoming calls c. 4x expected levels, resulting in unacceptable delays in response
 Complaints in Q3 ran at 2x industry average levels
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2017 – Market Opening Challenges

 Castle Water’s response included
 Additional call centre in place Nov 2017 – call handling materially improved by mid-Nov
 CMOS data errors managed through bilateral submission, including agreeing with Thames to provide 

bulk submissions of common data errors identified through data analytics

 In 2018 Castle Water continued investment in training, infrastructure, and systems
 Call volumes back within original planning assumptions by Q4 2017-18
 New call centre opened June 2018
 Extensive continuous training and quality programme in place
 New systems in place, including MyAccount portal
 Replaced Direct Debit contractor
 New allocations system live in Dec 2018
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New Customer Contracts
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New Customer Contracts – Crown Commercial Service
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Retailers - Comparison
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Business Retailer Hours
March call test 
average waiting 

time (secs)
Net Assets (£m) Trustpilot

Castle Water 8-6 32 10.5 8.2

Water Plus 8:30-5:30 268 -1.2 4.0

Business Stream 9-5 438 108.6 4.2

Wave 8:45-5:45 60 28.8 5.8

Affinity 8-5 55 1.7 9.1

South West Water 8-6 263 7.7 8.5
Water 2 Business 8-6 161 0.4 9.0
Everflow 8-5 143 NA - Extended 6.2
Clear Business Water 9-6 68 16.8 7.8



Customer Service Update 

Customer service performance published quarterly 
322,667 calls over the past 12 months

 Average waiting time 33 seconds

 0.3% over 5 minutes waiting time

 93% under 2 minutes waiting time

Trustpilot score 8.2

 Approx 1,400 reviews over past 6 months

 73% over past 6 months 5*

 8% over past 6 months 1*

We receive 50% more calls on a Monday than any other day. 

Busiest times are typically 10-11:30 and 2-3:30. If you can avoid these, you reduce the risk of a short wait.
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Data Corrections / Bilaterals

 59,419 Wholesaler data / CMOS data changes processed through Bilaterals April 18-Jan 19:
 Supply verification
 Deregistration
 Meter verification
 Complaints to Wholesalers

 90% processed within 1 Business Day
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Apr18-Jan 18 Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan
Opening Bal 1,313 657    487    822    538    618    734    684    492    570    
Received 4,483 6,104 5,970 5,585 4,788 5,756 7,908 6,125 5,051 7,074 
Processed 5,139 6,274 5,635 5,869 4,708 5,640 7,958 6,317 4,973 6,906 
Closing Bal 657    487    822    538    618    734    684    492    570    738    

% processed 89% 93% 87% 92% 88% 88% 92% 93% 90% 90%



Contact Details for Specialist Support 

 Remittances 
 Payments@castlewater.co.uk

 Trade Effluent
 01250 718718 option 1
 Trade.effluent@castlewater.co.uk
 Webchat, under the Trade Effluent option

 Key Accounts
 01250 718718 option 2
 Keyaccounts@castlewater.co.uk
 Webchat under the England option
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 Consolidated Billing 
 01250 718718 Option 2
 Consolidatedbilling@castlewater.co.uk

 CCS
 01250 715005
 CCS@castlewater.co.uk
 Webchat under the CCS option

If there is anything you think I should know – good or bad – you can email ceo@castlewater.co.uk

mailto:Payments@castlewater.co.uk
mailto:Trade.effluent@castlewater.co.uk
mailto:Keyaccount@castlewater.co.uk
mailto:Consolidatedbilling@castlewater.co.uk
mailto:CCS@castlewater.co.uk


Written Complaints Reported by Retailers
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Written complaints reported by retailers/Wales companies 
1 April to 31 December 2018
Per 10k SPIDs/connections

Complaints per 10,000 SPIDs or connections

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00

10.4

10.9

13.8

17.6
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23.8

24.1

37.7

Castle Water        40.6

43.4

51.2

58.9

65.6

76.2

Average –
48.5



Castle Water – Customers Contacting  CCWater
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Month No. of Incidents Anonymous 

Apr-18 78 5 6.4%

May-18 81 7 8.6%

Jun-18 68 2 2.9%

Jul-18 64 17 26.6%

Aug-18 64 13 20.3%

Sep-18 89 30 33.7%

Oct-18 107 60 56.1%

Nov-18 97 37 38.1%

Dec-18 59 23 39.0%

Jan-19 108 49 45.4%

Feb-19 93 44 47.3%

Note: Not all “incidents” recorded by CCWater are complaints



Trust Pilot – Customer Services 
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Trust Pilot Number of 5* Reviews Retailer Score Wholesaler Score

Castle Water 1,276 8.2 1.4 (Thames)

Business Stream 47 4.3 3.5 (Southern)

Water Plus 54 4.1 5.6 (United Utilities)

3x as many 5* reviews as all other Retailers combined



Additional Services 

 Castle Water provides a full range off 
additional services aimed at improving 
water efficiency, reducing costs, and 
managing water services, including 
through sector leading partners

 Emergency/standby water

 Water and trade effluent efficiency 
services

 Carbon reduction and energy efficiency 
services
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 Leak detection and repair - no dig 
technology, excavation and reinstatement, 
self-lay, mains, new connections

 Automatic Meter Reading, including 
monitoring, benchmarking and analysis of 
consumption

 Solutions for recycling/reusing wastewater 
- feasibility assessments for rainwater, 
greywater and process water recycling

 Water supply continuity, contingency 
planning and assured response for supply 
interruptions

 Legionella services

 Risk assessments, testing and control



Continuous investment in systems

Customer facing systems updated during 2018-19 including:

 MyAccount – sign up at castlewater.co.uk/MyAccount

 Customer forum

 Customer referral programme

 New release of TEIP

PAYG: New billing option aimed primarily at SMEs – customer led-billing, choosing billing period on an ad hoc 
basis. Most flexible SME billing in the market.

New developments: In 2019-20 Castle Water will continue to invest in systems, with significant new 
developments in online account management 

 Autorek allocations system went live end December 2018

 Current automated quoting system will be rolled out for full market coverage – switch online in 2 minutes, or 
just check Castle prices against other Retailers
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TEIP – Market Leading TE Invoicing

 Castle Water developed TEIP in 2017 - a bespoke Trade Effluent invoicing system for the NHH market

 Uses Settlement Code for calculating invoices

 Developed by Bridgeall, who built the Settlement module for CMOS (the English market database) and for 
the Scottish market

 Exactly replicates Settlement calculations

 Castle Water aims to take meter readings for TE sites every month - you can also provide your own reads

 Under the Codes, TE sampling data is required to be submitted within 2 Business Days into CMOS. 
However, CMOS allows late submission of TE Sampling data which causes ongoing revision of charges for 
every charging month affected – causing affected invoices to be credited and reissued

 A new release of TEIP went live 18 March 2019 - quarterly reconciliation statements available as an 
alternative to credits/invoices for each affected month. Ad hoc reconciliations can also be produced at 
request
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Training

Programme of continuous training and multi-skilling

 Customer facing staff have training/coaching 
every week

 Limited use of part time staff, unlike other 
retailers, gives higher levels of knowledge

 Customer referral programme

 Specialist training in key areas eg Trade 
Effluent, deregistrations

External training includes external experts on areas 
including 
 GDPR and data protection

 Scheme of Terms & Conditions

 Complaint handling / GSS

 Bilaterals
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Values - All new joiners are taken through our 
Values, and these are reinforced regularly, including:

 Being Transparent

 Treating customers fairly

 Get it right for every customer

We aim to have the best trained staff in the sector



Training – Embedding a Service/Delivery Culture

 Lynne Stewart provided a very efficient series of responses

 I'm glad to be a customer for such wonderful Organization. My sincere thanks to Mandy Ralph. 

 Megan Petrie-Turner was very helpful with my query

 Thank you Mark you are great at customer service and I should know as I used to be a Mystery Shopper. 

 Andrew Grant swiftly dealt with my response and provided me with the exact information 

 Thomas Mills - Great telephone manner, helpful, efficient, friendly and professional. 

 Gemma owned the issue and came up with a solution straight away.

 Julie was very helpful and pleasant to speak with

 Michael Melvin was very helpful and understanding. 

 Chris Friel was extremely helpfull and patient with my enquiry.

 Scott Ross sorted the matter out. 

 Arlene Bamrick was extremely helpful 

 Very good customer service received from John Reynolds. Very professional and accommodating.
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Is it hype, or do we actually do anything different?

Out of hours resource and coordination 
 Very little customer service outsourcing – gives more scope for extensive 24/7 operation. Faster processing 

times and active escalation of urgent issues

Beast from the East / Water Shortages
 National updates on services, in a single place on www.castlewater.co.uk

 Micro-site during weather events capturing details of supply problems – loss of supply, low pressure

 GSS/Compensation payments made quickly, based on customer claims – we don’t wait for confirmation 
from Wholesaler to process claims – although we accept that the GSS scheme is not fit for purpose for NHH 
customers
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Is it hype, or do we actually do anything different?

Using Data 
 We used data analytics to proactively identify groups of customers with similar issues – i.e. incorrectly 

registered services - and resolve proactively or approach groups of affected customers

The only Retailer to challenge market Codes
 No other retailer has proactively challenged this basis of calculating default usage estimates – although 

other Retailers have customers affected by the same issues

 The only retailer to challenge the delay in RF Settlement reports, which resulted in increased uncertainty 
over water charges 

More formal disputes through MOSL than all other retailers combined
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Financial Stability

 10% of energy suppliers have failed – is your water retailer financially stable?

 In the event of the insolvency of a water retailer
 Credit balances are not protected
 Discounts would not pass over to an incoming Retailer
 SPIDs would be allocated regionally on a one by one basis to multiple Retailers – consolidated 

invoicing would not be preserved
 Any in-flight bilaterals may not be resolved

Castle Water
 Has reported profitable trading since market opening, and has significant Net Assets
 Has low cost working capital facilities for a 3 year term
 Has the highest possible Experian credit score (100)
 Has an efficient cost base – we base customer services in a low cost area (northern Perthshire), with 

access to a large pool of trained staff (both SSE and Aviva base customer services in the same area)
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Thank you

 PR19 will change prices and service delivery from April 2020 – we hope this has been a 
worthwhile opportunity for an initial briefing on the implications

 Castle Water is committed to an ongoing programme of improvement in service, systems and 
training – we know we are not there yet in every area, but have the resources, commitment and 
systems for continuous improvement

 We will continue to stand up for customers 
 Wholesale charges – we challenge Wholesalers on your behalf
 Code changes and market design – no other Retailer is standing up for customers at the Panel or 

MOSL

Thank you for attending – please join us for refreshments
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IN YOUR CORNER

The UK’s leading independent business water supplier

castlewater.co.uk
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